Static fracturing technology is one of the most effective methods for localized breaking of rock and concrete. Layered concrete and rock structures are commonly seen in engineering applications such as breaking of concrete buildings, stone cutting, and excavation of rock in underground spaces. erefore, it is essential to study the static fracturing characteristics of layered concrete to ensure the safety of engineering construction processes. In this paper, using acoustic emission (AE) technology and surface displacement monitoring, the deformation and fracturing of ordinary-strength concrete, concrete with a soft interlayer, and layered concrete (with strength decreasing successively by layer) were studied under the effect of a static (or soundless) cracking agent (SCA). e experimental results indicated that (1) AE activity of the two layered concrete test blocks during static fracturing showed a gradually increasing trend, while that of the ordinary-strength concrete tended to first increase and then decrease; (2) for the concrete test block with a soft interlayer sandwiched by high-strength layers, the AE events reached a maximum in the transfer of expansion pressure stage, which accounted for 47.11% of the total value in static cracking; the macroscopic damage to layered concrete test blocks comprising multiple interlaid layers with different strengths mainly occurred in the fracturing stage, during which the AE events and AE energy accounted for 76.22% and 66.94%, respectively, of those in the whole static fracturing process; and (3) the duration of static fracturing prolonged with the increase of the overall strength of the concrete test blocks.
Introduction
Concrete plays an extremely important role in engineering construction and is widely used as a large-scale artificial building material in many industrial practices, for example, civil engineering, mining, and water conservancy [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . Hence, the behavior of concrete with respect to damage and fracture is highly significant and research into such behavior provides valuable guidance for the application of structures made from this material. In engineering, static cracking technology is widely used in complex environments, where blasting cannot be applied [6, 7] . In such situations, a static (or soundless) cracking agent (SCA) is used to crush the body to be broken.
An SCA expands and thereby generates compressive stress within the surrounding media. When the compressive or tensile stresses in a particular direction exceed the tensile strength of the material, the material develops cracks. As the expansion pressure continues to increase, the cracks in the crushed material gradually propagate so that the material finally bursts apart (and the material is thus irreversibly crushed). As the technique requires that the SCA has a high crushing efficiency, is safe to use, and does not damage the environment [8, 9] , it has been highly utilized by construction companies. e static fracturing of concrete is particularly important and is attracting a great deal of attention in academic circles.
Acoustic emission (AE) is a phenomenon in which energy is released in the form of elastic waves when a material is deformed or fractured under the influence of an external or internal force [10] [11] [12] . For brittle materials like concrete, AE testing is therefore an effective method of evaluating the degree of damage incurred, locating fracturing positions, and predicting instability.
us, it is a current hotspot in this field of research [13] [14] [15] .
In light of the static fracturing characteristics of concrete, Gambatese [8] used a small-scale soundless chemical demolition agent (SCDA) to investigate the controlled cracking of concrete. e results showed that using an SCDA in this manner was able to increase the migration of the cracks, leading to an overall increase in crack length. Laefer et al. [9] investigated the static fracturing of concrete and analyzed the time taken for the first crack to appear, the minimum demolition time, and the maximum cumulative crack width after a 24-hour period. Cho et al. [16] modeled the initiation and propagation of cracks using the static crack method from a theoretical perspective and applied their work to the demolition of plain concrete. Moreover, they explored the minimum pressure required for plain concrete demolition. Tang et al. [17] explored the characteristics of concrete static fracturing using physical experiments and numerical simulations. ey thus reproduced the whole process in the concrete (crack initiation, growth, and coalescence) under the effect of the SCA.
Other scholars also studied the static fracturing of rock and concrete under the effect of SCDAs and derived some important conclusions [18] [19] [20] . As for research on the AE characteristics associated with the static fracturing process in concrete, most of the existing studies have focused on AE in concrete under loading conditions [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] . Little research has been conducted on AE in concrete during static fracturing. Moreover, in some excavations using static fracturing (e.g., building demolition, precious stone cutting, and some special environments unsuited to traditional explosive blasting), the concrete or rock mass is not a single structure, and there exist multiple layers or weak interlayer structures; however, the research on the dilating/static fracture characteristics of layered concrete has been sparse; therefore, it is clear that the characteristics of the AE occurring during the static fracturing of layered concrete are in urgent need of study.
In this study, an SCA composed of calcium carbonate and calcium oxide was used to investigate AE in three different concrete test blocks (ordinary-strength concrete, concrete with a soft interlayer, and layered concrete). e results were used to compare and analyze the characteristics of the formation and development of microcracks in the different concrete blocks during static fracturing according to the changes occurring in the AE parameters. Moreover, the characteristics of signals recorded during the fracturing of the concrete were investigated quantitatively. By linking these with the change in displacement induced by macroscopic cracking processes, the relationships between displacement, AE, and time before and after the fracturing of the blocks could then be revealed.
AE Experiments

Sample Preparation.
A wooden mold measuring 500 × 500 × 300 (length × width × thickness, measured in mm) was made for this study. It was equipped with five plastic pipes (each measuring 34 mm in diameter and 300 mm in length), as shown in Figure 1 .
Preparation of Traditional Concrete Test Blocks.
Common Portland cement (32.5 grade), medium sand (fineness in the range of 2.3-3.0), and gravel (diameters 5-40 mm) were used as raw materials. Using these, C40 (ordinary-strength concrete) and C40-C10-C40 (concrete with a soft interlayer) test blocks were constructed. Here, C40 corresponds to concrete whose standard compressive strength is 40 MPa (as stipulated in the Code for Design of Concrete Structures (GB50010-2010), common concrete is classified into 14 grades. C40 corresponds to a cubic concrete block with the side length of 150 mm prepared under standard curing conditions at a temperature of 20 ± 2°C and relative humidity exceeding 95% for 28 d, whose ultimate compressive strength satisfies 40 MPa ≤ f cu , k < 45 MPa when tested using the standard method). e specific proportions and amounts of materials required to mix the two kinds of concrete are given in Table 1 . Five holes were cast in each test block. To avoid outflow of the SCA under load, the holes needed to have a bottom of about 20 mm thick. e prepared C40 and C40-C10-C40 test blocks are shown in Figure 2 .
Preparation of the Layered Concrete Test
Block. In this work, cement was used as the cementing material, which increases the strength indices of the blocks of similar materials, thus meeting the needs of the current experiments. Cement has high strength and can be laid layer-by-layer (the minimum thickness of a layer is 3 mm). It produces layers that bear a high similarity to layers simulating real strata, and cement can be used for simulation purposes over a large range of ratios, up to 1 : 10. High-alumina cement and Portland cement were utilized as the cementing materials in this work. Quartz powder was used as aggregate, and the components were mixed accordingly. To accelerate the hardening of the mixed materials, a quick setting agent was also adopted. In this way, a concrete test block consisting of 12 layers (each 25 mm thick) was produced. e specific mixing proportions and amounts of materials required for each layer are listed in Table 2 [28] . e final processed concrete block with 12 layers is shown in Figure 3 .
Experimental System and Equipment.
e instruments used in the experiments include an AE acquisition unit, an AE preamplifier unit, a concrete structures-AE sensor monitoring unit, and a micrometer. e schematic diagram of the experimental system is displayed in Figure 4 . e AE sensors need to be appropriately arranged with respect to the holes in order to accurately monitor the AE signals produced during microcrack formation. Considering the robustness of the sensor fixtures, effects of macrocracking, and characteristics of the layered test block, the sensors were distributed over the four sides of the block using the diagonal formation shown in Figure 5 . e AE sensors were fixed onto the faces of the block using special fixtures and grease was smeared over the porcelain surfaces of the sensors to act as a coupling agent. e spatial coordinates of the sensors are shown in Table 3 .
Setting the Monitoring Parameters of the AE Software.
As the experiments were conducted in a simulation hall, the blocks were unavoidably subjected to random background noises. erefore, a series of tests were carried out before conducting the main AE experiments. Typical activities that could interfere with the apparatus were carried out (e.g., walking around the block, hitting the ground nearby, dropping heavy objects, etc.) and an appropriate threshold was determined for the system that met the specified experimental requirements. More specifically, the threshold was set to 70 mV in the experiments reported here.
(i) Determination of the timing parameters
Pencil lead breaking (PLB) tests were adopted to determine the timing parameters. As shown in Figure 6 , an AE sensor was attached to one face of a test block and the pencil lead broken on the opposite face (as a reproducible AE source). Each PLB test was repeated six times, generating 18 AE signals in total from the three different kinds of test blocks. Table 4 lists the rise-times of the signals acquired. e timing parameters required were derived by referring to the relevant standards and principles. For the first two types of concrete test blocks, it was found that the peak definition time (PDT) should be set to 200 μs, the hit definition time (HDT) to 400 μs, and the hit lockout time (HLT) to 500 μs. e corresponding timing parameters for the layered concrete test block with 12 layers are PDT � 210 μs, HDT � 420 μs, and HLT � 500 μs.
(ii) Equipment debugging and material mixing/loading After completing the initial preparation outlined above, the AE analyzer was turned on and the AE software run in "nonstorage" mode. A screwdriver was used to tap different locations around each fixed AE sensor to ensure that the maximum amplitude for each sensor could reach about 9,900 mV (in the "state information" column in the software).
is indicates that the AE sensors are completely coupled to the surface of the test blocks and that the AE signals received by the sensors are real. e SCA (5 kg in each bag) was mixed with 1.5 to 2.5 kg of water. After being stirred sufficiently, the mixture was poured into the holes preset in the concrete test blocks (experiments were performed on the three types of test blocks according to their strengths). Afterwards, the AE data acquisition software and micrometer software were run to record the displacement every 30 seconds. As this took a long time, a large amount of data would be generated if continuous recording was employed. To overcome this problem, the AE acquisition software was set to collect data either intermittently or continuously.
Experimental Results
e test blocks were cracked and damaged to different degrees at different times by the SCA. Due to the different strengths and particularities of the layers in the three groups of test blocks, the final cracking patterns are different, as shown in Figure 7 .
In the early stages, the SCA causes microcracks to be generated inside the test blocks. ese then propagate, open up, close, and become connected as the reaction continues. roughout this process, the AE sensors receive many different AE signals due to the microfracturing occurring.
us, the characteristics of the microcrack-induced AE activity associated with the damaging or splitting of the different test blocks subjected to expansion pressure could be analyzed. In this work, the AE event count and cumulative AE event count data were combined with the explicit variation in the displacement recorded using micrometers. Based on the characteristic parameters derived for the AE energy count, the differences in the AE characteristics shown by microcrack development in the layered and intact test blocks could then be compared and analyzed. e figures show the changes in AE event counts and displacement at single time points, which are used to reveal the degree of fracturing of the test blocks at different stages of static fracturing; the figures also demonstrate the changes in cumulative AE event counts with the duration of fracturing and allow analysis of changes in the fracturing characteristics of the test blocks under effects of expansion pressure generated by the SCA.
In general, the failure of rock or concrete under expansion pressure (i.e., pressure generated on the wall surrounding a hole by the reaction of the SCA) can be divided into three stages: a microfracturing stage, a transfer of expansion pressure stage, and a fracturing stage. e microfracturing stage can be further subdivided into elastic and nonlinear elastic stages. It has been suggested that concrete conforms to elastic laws for about 0-10 h when subjected to the effects of an SCA [29] . e latter can be regarded as a thick-walled cylinder subject to elastic mechanics for the purposes of mechanical analysis (for more details, the reader can refer to the relevant literature [29] ). After this time, when the expansion pressure has risen to a certain critical value, the inner walls of the hole are beginning to become damaged and a "damage zone" gradually develops. e formation of a damage zone releases some of the stress that has built up. At the same time, the expanding volume of the SCA continues to gradually increase with time and so the Advances in Materials Science and Engineering expansion pressure propagates away from the hole using the damage zone as a "medium." is is generally regarded to be the "transfer stage" of the expansion pressure. ere is a large amount of AE activity when the damage zone forms due to the appearance of large numbers of microcracks. e evolution from the development to the propagation of the microcracks right up to the cracking of the test blocks can be used to discuss crack propagation from the perspective of fracture mechanics (which is a mature field of study). In the fracturing stage, the expansion pressure reaches a free surface. If there are multiple holes (as in the current experiments), different damage patterns or splitting states can occur. Due to limitations imposed by the dimensions of the test blocks, experimental conditions, and other relevant factors, the changes occurring in the different test blocks during the static crushing process were discussed using a combination of AE technology and surface displacement changes based on theory developed by Jin et al. [29] . As the data were stored intermittently, about 1,895 min of AE data were collected during the experiment involving the C40 concrete test block (as this block has the highest strength). In contrast, only about 817 min of AE data were recorded for the C40-C10-C40 block. Finally, because the layered concrete test block has the least strength of all the blocks used, only about 380 min of AE data were recorded for this block.
Based on the data shown in Figures 8-10 , the following conclusions are made:
(1) For the C40 test block, the first 310 min can be considered to correspond to the elastic part of the microfracturing stage under the effect of the expansion pressure. During this period, the AE event counts are low and so the cumulative AE event counts increase only very slowly, the corresponding curve lying very close to the time axis. e displacement of the face containing the AE sensors S5-S6 is zero in the positive y-direction, while the displacement of the face containing S3-S4 also does not change in the positive x-direction. erefore, the nonlinear elastic part of the microfracturing stage must be considered to cover the period from 310 to 1,400 min. In this stage, damage zones are formed around the holes due to the expansion pressure. As a result, there are frequent AE events and the cumulative AE event counts clearly increase almost linearly as time goes by. Moreover, the S3-S4-containing face slowly starts to move in the x-direction (but the face containing S5-S6 remains essentially unmoved). e transfer of expansion pressure stage covers from 1,400 to 1,780 min. As the SCA continues to increase in volume and stress is released from the damage zone being formed, the AE event counts frequently jump in value (so the cumulative AE event counts suddenly surge upwards). In this stage, the displacement of the S5-S6-containing face suddenly and significantly begins to increase in the y-direction as time progresses. e S3-S4containing face also suddenly starts to move. Significant movement occurs for the first time in the range of 1,400-1,500 min. e displacement increases much more slowly over the period of 1,500-1,630 min. ereafter, the displacement suddenly surges for the second time and shows the same linear increase as that of the S5-S6-containing face.
e period covering 1,780-1,895 min can be considered to be the fracturing stage of the C40 concrete sample. During this stage, the AE event counts still jump frequently but there is a very large and sudden increase (to 1,936 counts) at about 1,821 min. is is because there are five holes arranged within the test block and the expansion pressure acting on them eventually migrates to the free surface so that the damage zones become superposed with each other.
is causes intense internal splitting to occur as cracks develop connecting the holes. As a result, the cumulative AE event counts suddenly increase. e face containing S5-S6 also moves more rapidly (in a nearly linear manner), while the displacement of S3-S4-containing face only changes slightly.
(2) e C40-C10-C40 block contains a middle layer that is not as strong as the outer layers. us, the AE event counts, cumulative AE event counts, and ). e nonlinear elastic stage of the microfracturing stage ranges from 200 to 400 min. Here, the AE event counts are slightly increased (mostly remaining below 60), while the cumulative AE event counts begin to slowly rise. Moreover, the face containing the S1-S2 sensors starts to move in the positive y-direction at about 330 min. e transfer of expansion pressure stage ranges from 400 to 600 min, wherein the AE event counts suddenly increase and reache a maximum value of 126. Meanwhile, the cumulative AE event counts and displacement of the face containing S1-S2 rise steadily and constantly. In the fracturing stage (600-816 min), the situation changes dramatically.
is is especially demonstrated by the intense variation of the AE event counts and sudden growth of the cumulative AE event count. Furthermore, the AE event counts become relatively low and the cumulative AE event counts rise more slowly at about 750 min. At this time, internal connections are being formed between the holes due to the expansion pressure. Cracks propagate and develop, causing the test block to crack, and these cracks propagate constantly. e Advances in Materials Science and Engineering displacement of the face containing S3-S4 suddenly increases at about 730 min, after which it increases in a nearly linear manner. After 750 min, this displacement essentially stops changing, proving that two holes near the free surface have become connected and the test block has cracked. In addition, after 750 min, the displacement of the face containing S5-S6 increases linearly, while that of the face containing S1-S2 increases very slowly. is test block exhibits the same behavior in the elastic stage as that found previously in the other blocks. In the nonlinear elastic stage, the frequency of the AE event counts increases, leading to a small increase in the cumulative AE event counts. e faces containing S1-S2 and S3-S4 also begin to become displaced. e transfer of expansion pressure stage is relatively short because the gaps caused by the layering of the simulated strata allow the expansion pressure to easily migrate outwards. Microcracks quickly develop under the effect of the pressure, which rapidly turn into macrocracks, resulting in the test block splitting. In this stage, the AE event counts and cumulative AE event counts change violently, while the displacements grow steadily. In the fracturing stage, the AE event counts suddenly increase, while the cumulative AE event counts undergo a sudden increase at 350 min, increase more slowly thereafter, and then stabilize. e displacement of the face containing S3-S4 starts to stabilize after 350 min, while that containing S1-S2 continues to increase linearly with time. (4) Comparing the three types of blocks, the first two involve significant displacement in the nonlinear elastic stage (of the microfracturing stage); the layered concrete block experiences significant displacement in the transfer of expansion pressure stage. Unlike the first two types of blocks, the layered test block mainly experiences AE events in the transfer of expansion pressure and fracturing stages.
In the layered block, the cumulative AE event counts suddenly surge in the transfer of expansion pressure stage, presenting more violent changes than those occurring in the C40 and C40-C10-C40 blocks. is indicates that macrocracks appear in the test block at this time and each hole becomes connected to the others. e cracks then develop towards the free surfaces under expansion pressure, causing serious damage. . Figures 11-13 illustrate the energies of the AE signals recorded during the static fracturing processes presented as a function of time. e important stages in the static fracturing process have also been clearly marked in these figures. By comparing the changes observed in the AE energies, the following conclusions can be made:
Analysis of AE Energy
(1) e emission of energy in the test carried out on the layered concrete block mainly occurred during the transfer of expansion pressure and fracturing stages.
In the fracturing stage, the expansion pressure develops to reach the free surface and the holes inside the block become connected, thus forming macroscopic cracks. is is highly consistent with the variation of the AE event count. In other words, as each layer of the layered medium has different mechanical properties, the energy slowly builds up and accumulates with the formation of macrocracks and appearance of damage zones in the microfracturing stage. As the expansion pressure migrates outwards, pressure is transferred to strata that have relatively low strengths. Energy is therefore dissipated leading to a highly discrete release of energy at that time. In the fracturing stage, there is an abnormal and sudden release of energy as almost all of the energy accumulated inside is released to the outside. is damages the sample, after which the energy emission gradually falls again in the later stage of the fracturing process.
(2) Comparing the (ordinary-strength) C40 block with the C40-C10-C40 block (which contains a weak interlayer), the most energetic AE events in the former case are highly discrete and mainly distributed throughout the nonlinear elastic stage. When the transfer of expansion pressure and fracturing stages is reached, the AE energies are more densely distributed but their energies are relatively small (below∼2,000 mV * ms). is suggests that many microcracks are produced in the inner walls of the holes due to the expansion pressure in the early stages of the formation of the damage zones, so that energy is accumulated to different degrees at that time. When the transfer of expansion pressure stage is reached, the expansion pressure migrates outwards, accompanied by energy dissipation. Hence, the amount of energy released is reduced.
(3) In the C40-C10-C40 block, the energies of the events are small, on average, and mainly concentrated in the three later stages (nonlinear elastic, transfer of expansion pressure, and fracturing stages). When the expansion pressure acts on the walls of the holes, the pressure is transferred to the weak C10 interlayer, which acts as a pressure-releasing zone preventing the accumulation of energy. erefore, the energy released in the nonlinear elastic and transfer of expansion pressure stages is small. In the early fracturing stage, however, the pressure migrates outwards to the top and bottom layers as the weak interlayer has been damaged by the expansion pressure. In addition, there may be an abnormal and Advances in Materials Science and Engineering 9
sudden release of some of the accumulated energy in the initial expansion of pressure stage due to the high strength of the outer C40 layers. en, as damage is induced by the macrocracking of the test block, the energy dissipated in this concrete block gradually falls.
Discussion
e difference in the total time of receiving AE signals between these three concrete test blocks during the process of static fracture means that it is impossible to quantify the difference between AE event counts and energy dissipated between these three concrete blocks in each stage of static fracture. To ascertain the AE characteristics and energy changes in layered concrete blocks in the process of static fracture and to compare and analyze the difference between layered concrete and ordinary concrete conveniently, we separately counted the percentage of AE event counts and energy counts of these three kinds of concrete specimens in the microfracturing stage, transfer stage of expansion pressure, and fracturing stage and analyzed the changing trend in AE event counts and energy counts in each stage (Figures 14-16 ). e cracking of C40 ordinary concrete blocks mainly occurs in the nonlinear elastic stage of microcracking stage, in which the AE event counts reach the maximum value, accounting for 73.51% of the total counts during the static cracking process. e energy released also shows the same trend, which indicates that when the monolithic ordinary concrete block does not form a macroscopic, large-scale failure, its internal crack or crack penetration is mainly concentrated in the nonlinear elastic stage from its yield limit to peak strength ( Figure 14 ). e C40-C10-C40 concrete block exhibits different fracture characteristics. AE signals are concentrated mainly on the large-scale failure of materials after reaching the peak strength, which is more in line with the failure characteristics of real crustal rock masses. e energy counts increase linearly during the whole process of static fracture. When the fracture stage is reached, macrofracturing occurs and the maximum proportion of released energy reaches 49.72%; however, the number of fracture signals monitored by AE equipment reaches its maximum at the transfer stage of expansion pressure, accounting for 47.11% overall, which needs further study as to the causes of this abnormality. Nevertheless, on the whole, the AE event counts and energy count show an increasing trend during the whole static fracture process ( Figure 15 ). e strength of 12 layered concrete is lower than that of C40 ordinary concrete blocks, so the duration of static cracking of layered concrete is the shortest. Meanwhile, the AE event counts and energy released from fracture of specimen increase exponentially. Specifically, from the microcracking stage to expansion pressure transfer stage, the fracture signal and energy characteristics of layered concrete blocks increase linearly. e blocks are severely damaged and release a lot of elastic energy during the fracture stage. Figure 15 : Trends in AE event counts and energy counts of C40-C10-C40 concrete block and their respective percentages (legends as per Figure 14 ). their maximum value, which account for 76.22% and 66.94% overall, respectively ( Figure 16 ). In summary, the AE signals of layered concrete specimens mainly concentrate on the final fracture stage of the internal fracture of materials, while the AE signals of ordinary concrete specimens were concentrated in the nonlinear elastic stage of the formation of microcracks. Meanwhile, the layered concrete blocks exhibit low strength, a short duration of internal microcracking developing to form macrocracks, and sudden change from no macrofailure to instantaneous large-scale failure.
Based on the results presented in this paper, using AE technology to investigate the failure of concrete samples exposed to the effect of expansion pressure can give a better reflection of the mechanisms involved. Layering is an inherent feature of underground strata. In this work, a layered concrete test block was created based on strength similarity ratios. e static fracturing test performed on the layered block reveals, on one hand, the entire fracturing process, from the formation of microcracks to the damaging of the test block as a whole. Under actual conditions, the current cracking stage of the test block can be determined according to the characteristics of the AE event counts or AE energy parameters. On the other hand, performing similar static fracturing experiments on different concretes possessing different characteristics is important in guiding concrete research. e experiments only focus on the AE characteristics of layered rock structure during static fracturing and preliminarily reveal the differences of layered concrete blocks containing layers of different strengths and diverse layered structures in terms of their static fracturing characteristics. In the future, the evolution of static deformation and fracturing of layered rock mass should be evaluated using high-resolution digital images of concrete and rock masses in the fracturing process in real time.
Conclusion
(1) e AE activity favorably reflects that the failure of concrete test blocks under expansion pressure comprises three stages: the microfracturing stage (elastic and nonlinear elastic stages), the transfer of expansion pressure stage, and the fracturing stage. It also reveals that the duration of static fracturing has a significant positive correlation with the overall strength change in the concrete. (2) For ordinary-strength concrete, in the early fracturing stage, there is a sudden increase in AE activity. e most dramatic changes in AE energy and AE event counts occur mainly in the nonlinear elastic stage of the microfracturing stage, in which the AE event counts and AE energy reach their maximum values, accounting for 73.51% and 79.95% of the total counts during the static cracking process, respectively. e AE event counts and AE energy both increase first and then decrease during testing. Figure 16 : Trends in AE event counts and energy counts of layered concrete blocks and their respective percentages (legends as per Figure 14 ).
fracturing characteristics due to different strengths of the two layered concrete test blocks. AE event counts reach a maximum in the C40-C10-C40 test block (with a soft interlayer) in the transfer of expansion pressure stage, accounting for 47.11% of the total counts during the static cracking process; however, AE energy does not reach a maximum in the stage; for the layered concrete test blocks, largescale macroscopic failure mainly occurs in the fracturing stage, during which AE event counts and AE energy are the largest, being separately 76.22% and 66.94% of those in the whole static fracturing process.
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